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The Shard, the t,oooft glass sþscraper near the
capital's London Bridge station, is to become home
to one of the largest private medical clinics in
Britain, with roo consulting rooms, a state of the art
diagnostics centre and a z4-hour walk-in surgery.

Hospital Corporation of America, which runs
private hospitals in Britain including the Princess

Grace and the Portland, has taken floors five, six and seven of the landmark building,
becoming the tower's largest tenant to date. The move comes as part of ambitious expansion
plans by HCA, which intends to invest Ê3oom in the UK over the next five years.

HCA earns about a quarter of its sales in Britain from overseas
visitors particularly from the UAE, Qatar, Kuwait and Russia.

Michael Neeb, president and chief executive of international operations at HCA, said: "The
waythe consultation rooms are designed will allow people to enjoythe stunning panoramic
views across London. There are floor to ceiling windows so patients will be able to see the
full sþline from a comfortable environment. The doctor will have his back to the windows,
but the patient will get the full view."

The private medical operator said there is space for roo consulting rooms, where up to Boo
patients a day could be seen, with consultants from nearby Guy's and St Thomas'hospitals
attending patients.

The walk-in clinic will be one-step up from a traditional GP surgery, with X-ray and
radiolog¡z equipment, advanced PET/CAT scanners and on-call specialists available z4 hours
a day.

The new tenant will be a welcome addition to western Europe's tallest tower, which remains
largely empty more than a year after being completed by the state of Qatar and the London-
based entrepreneur Irvine Sellar.
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The Arab TVbroadcaster Al Jazeera is expected to open a new flagship studio in the Renzo
Piano-designed building soon, while other prospective tenants include South Hook
Liquefied Natural Gas and the intellectual property law firm Mathys & Squire.

Three restaurants on the 3rst to ggrd floors - Oblix, Aqua Shard and Hutong - are already
open for business and a zoo-bed Shangri-La five-star hotel is expected to open earþ next
year. The rz apartments at the summit of the tower - expected to sell for Ê3om to Ê5om
each - will go on the market after the hotel opens.
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HCA, the world's largest private healthcare provider and the
third largest in Britain, already runs the nearby London Bridge
Hospital.

Mr Neeb said the company also saw opportunities to expand its
presence in the UKby offering more NHS services as trusts look
to increase revenues from private practice.

- Michael Neeb, president or HCA Private healthcare providers suffered during the recession, but
lnternational are now generating more work from the NHS, which accounts for

about a third of sales, according to a recent report by Laing and
Buisson. The expansion comes despite a Competition

Commission investigation into the private hospital market, which is due to report in April.

HCA earns just r per cent of UK revenues from the NHS - it has three partnerships with
NHS trusts to provide cancer care, at University College Hospital, London (UCH), Queen's
Hospital in Romford, and the Christie NHS Foundation Trust in Manchester. But Mr Neeb
said discussion with other trusts were under way.

HCA is the world's largest independent hospital companywith a turnover of about $3obn,
164 hospitals and ro6 outpatient centres, serving r4m patients a year.

The three floors at the Shard total BS.tgZ square feet in size and it is thought that HCA has

negotiated a rent of about €55 per square foot, making it the cheapest space at the Shard.
The exact terms of the deal have yet to be fTnalised.
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